
Snack Merchndiser

32 Select 
CJAMSC 2010

Glass-Front Deli   

37 Select Combo

CJAMCF 1016

Visi-Combo

32 Select
CJAMCV 2000 

Beverage Merchandiser 
37 Select

CJAMBC 1005 

HealthyVend

36 Select
CJAMHV 3008

The Outsider

41 Select Combo 
CJAMCV 20003

TSA Vending

Multi- Tasker  41 Select 
Variety w/canned beverages 

CJAMCV 20001

Bottle & Food

36 Select Cold Food &
 Beverages 

CJAMCF 1015

WideGem 

50 Select 
Low Cost

Non-Instulated 
CJAMSC 2009

SlimGem 24 Select 
Narrow; Non-Instulated 

CJAMSC 2008

*Snack Machine. This is the original; servicing snacks of
all kinds with an available gum and mint tray.
Featuring EnergySensit, ® a built-in system of 
programmable cost and savings on AMS merchandisers 
offering non-perishable products.

*Visi-Combo. It's a combination snack and cold
beverage merchandiser with five trays. Three trays for
popular snacks and two beverage trays which can hold a
total of 96 tewnty ounce bottles. Like most AMS vendors,
the Combo is 35" deep.

*HealthyVend. Great for schools or any location where
healthy foods are in demand. Vends fruit and vegetables,
healthy snacks and water. AMS offers accessories which
enable you to design your own display of healthy foods.

*Multi-Tasker. This merchandiser is all about choices
and can accommodate many of your customer's requests.
Ideal for limited space operations, you can offer food,
snacks, candy and bottle or canned beverages from a
single vendor.

*Bottle & Food. You can have sodas, dairy beverages,
water and sandwiches all in one convenient vendor. It
holds up to six trays. For example, one option would be
four food trays and two dairy trays (up to 241 units).

*Glass-Front Deli. A place to go to lunch without leaving
the building. A favorite with corporate executives because
of its large entree capacity and its interchangeability.

*Beverage Merchandiser. A flexible vendor just for
vending cold drinks. Its available in 35" and 39" widths and
features the patented AMS Sensit* Guaranteed Delivery
System. Its parts are interchangeable with other AMS
vendors and various configurations are available.

*The Outsider. This vandal-resistant outdoor vendor
with its heavy-gauge steel panels is also great for high-risk
indoor locations. The Outdoor is available in Snack and
Combo configurations for a choice in vending non-
pershable items. Available ia a bright red motif as well as
our standard black.

*WideGem. For operations not in need of refrigeration,
the WideGem comes in the standard 39" width and has
parts interchangeable with other AMS vendors. The non-
insulated WideGem, like the SlimGem, is available in our
new gray look or in standard black.

*SlimGem. For operations not needing refrigeration and
not having enough space for the standard vendors, the
SlinGem is only 281/2" wide and still the usual 72" tall. It
too has parts interchangeable with other AMS vendors. You
reduce costs, by reducing parts inventory, saving floor
space and saving energy.

Epic 

35 Select

CJAMSC 2012

Epic Premium 
40 Select 

CJAMSC 2011



 TSA Vending

  PHONE 630-854-0458 I PHONE/FAX 877-326-7770 I joe.tsavending@gmail.com     

Check out the entire AMS line of merchandisers at tsavending.com




